


 
Armenian ceramic vase 
 
 
I remember this vase since I have memory. It stood on a shelf out of reach at my 
grandparents house in Tel Aviv. My grandparents had fled Lithuania in the wake of World 
War I and settled in Palestine, they would have purchased the vase from the Armenian 
potters of Jerusalem in the early 1920’s.  
 
As a young child the vase aroused in me intense feelings of thrill and terror; lost in the 
vibrancy of pattern and colour, I longed to touch it but didn't dare because I thought a ghost 
was lurking in its interior. For years it conjured other realities, distant places, a sense of 
yearning but also belonging, I was enchanted by the vase. 
 
The Armenian potters of Kutahya, Turkey, guarded the knowledge of Iznik style pottery 
when this art form was in decline. They fled the Armenian Genocide perpetrated by the 
Ottoman government during and after WWI, and in the arbitrarily divided post WWI Middle 
East, found temporary shelter in Aleppo. Then came an invitation from the new British 
Governors of Palestine to take a commission of replicating the broken tiles of the Dome of 
the Rock.  
Three families of Armenian potters arrived in Jerusalem in 1919. The commission for the 
Dome of the Rock did not eventuate, but the Ohannessian, Karakashian and Balian families 
stayed on to establish their pottery workshops producing tiles and other objects of beauty 
that changed the landscape of the city. They introduced a feast of living tradition, skills and 
aesthetics that transcended cultural boundaries.  
 
The exquisite Armenian vase in the possession of my family was produced in the early years 
of the workshops. Thrown thin in pink terracotta and painted with a wash of white 
terrasigellata that picks the hand marks inside, its form and the richness of the painting are 
breathtaking. 
 
I find the historical and cultural conjunction this object radiates, crossed with the personal 
and the intimate, intriguing. This notion, the complexity of interwoven histories, movement 
of peoples and the spirit of objects is what I'm striving to express in my own work. 
 
I ended up inheriting the Armenian vase and it travelled with me when I migrated to 
Australia. It sits on a shelf in my kitchen amongst other Middle Eastern objects collected 
over the years. I look at it every day. It still tells me stories and nourishes my soul. 
 


